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Endless Creativity

The desire to change and pursue perfection inspires each of our creations. 

Perpetual change then inspires a fulfilled life. 

We follow our head designer Michael Ko and his creative desire for a better 

world!
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A professional European team aims to create fine fashionable design,

exquisite craftsmanship, extraordinary function and the fusion between 

traditional aesthetics and modern design for users with exceptional 

KOPLUS brand is founded in 2009.

taste.



training chair

Smooth PU foam and fabric                                                       

combined with the perfectly curved                                                       

gradient mesh contributes to                                                       

the extraordinary Tonique appearance. 
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Tonique comes in different 

mesh and seat pad colour designs that 

allow users to choose their desired 

interior scheme. 
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chair to easily blend with various surroundings and allow your idea

to successfully blend the office and residential decoration.

Tonique brings the traditional office chair to another level that catches

everyones attention with its first-class quality.

Tonique overturns the traditional office seating style!  It enables your
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An office chair that features an ergonomically designed mechanism
adds perfectly to a healthy office lifestyle.  
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Delightful Experience
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TONIQUE can determine your correct  

seat adjustment. 

It automatically adjusts the tension according

to the various weight and height of the user.

At the same time the seat back provides

full support and fits the natural curve of the

user perfectly. 
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Tonique incorporates the optimal back rest design that

allows the body to adjust naturally to minimize pressure 

to the spine and maximize comfort and balance.

Optimal Seating Angle

The height adjustable arms also provide correct support

to reduce stiffness and fatigue.
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The simple Tonique chair sketches a fluent contour.

With integrated high quality backrest frame and mesh the

Tonique chair is built with exquisite simplicity.

Simple Style - Self Defined
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High quality height adjustment combined with full seat

rotation  which exceeds the market standard. 

The Tonique reclining action is  automatically adjusted 

according to the height and weght  of the user provid-

ing optimum light touch comfort. Tonique offers optio-

Impressive and Practical Functions

nal fixed or sliding armrest pads. 
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A complete collection of Tonique models offers a wide variety of

combinations that can serve all functions. The complete range

satisfies the many demands that you can ever wish for from a chair.

With an harmonious style we present a collection that allows you

to work, learn, think, talk and  even relax at any time and location.

Intelligent Design - Reflective Style
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Impeccable function brings a whole new comfort experience   

that is completely natural, light  and easy to use. Auto-balanced

recline system has the ability to determine the function setting 

that suits each user the best.

A Good Chair - A Chair That Understands
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This year KOPLUS will guide you onto a higher rung.

Tonique Teknic chair satisfies and supports your working

environment needs at all levels. Whether in a laboratory,

at a cashiers workstation, security desk or even as a high 

specification bar stool-Tonique will always be your best 

choice. 
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Fashionable Tonique visitor chair is stunningly exquisite.

The aspirational Tonique will embellish your house or office and

bring more comfort to your lifestyle. 

Stunning lifestyle
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Tonique cantilever visitor chair provides a versatile and convenient

working and meeting opportunity for the home, office or any place

that people come together.

Invites You In
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Tonique is especially designed to satisfy our customers demands.

We have reduced the bulk of the chair while at the same time

extending the function. Suitable for use in a restricted working 

space.

The pursuit of Style and Comfort
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Armrest 

Seat Height Adjustment Back Tilt

3

1 2-1

2- 1  Sliding armpad

2-2

2- 2  Fixed armpadHeight adjustable arms

This lever for gas heigh
adjustment 415~525 mm

This lever for tilting function 
with 4 locking position

Armpad Options 

Self regulating mechanism,
fully encased, complete with 
auto balance and therefore 
no need to adjust manually.
Backrest tension adjustment: 
reclining control can be adju-
sted  for different body shapes 
and weights.
> Clockwise rotation - reduces 
   resistance
> Anticlockwise rotation - incr-
   eases resistance

Seat Mechanism

Height adjustable lumbar support

Lumbar Support
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4

Select free flow reclining mode 
or 4 reclining angles.

10
8°

113°

119°

126°
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Solid design to gaurantee durability and safety.8

BlueGreen

BACKREST MESH OPTIONS

SEAT FABRIC OPTIONS

OrangeBlack BlueGreen

OrangeBlack BlueGreen
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3
4
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Armrest 

Seat height

3

1 2

Height adjustable with 100 mm 
range

Height adjustable with 200 mm range

Foot Ring
Metal foot ring with height adjustment

Backrest
Smooth and durable mesh back 
with lumbar adjustment
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Nylon + glass fiber solid construction
Anit skid design

5 Star base fitted with pads   

444
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Flexible back for different 
angles of support

10
8°

123°
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Due to technical reasons photographs of fabric colours may differ from
actual colours. Please ask for a sample to verify.  


